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Address ITALCARRELLI SpA 
Via Monte Rosa, 9 
36072 Chiampo (VI)

Country Italy

Phone 0039 0444 623393

Fax 0039 0444 420195

Internet www.italcarrelli.eu

 

Employees 50-100

Turnover 30.000.000 €

Certificates ISO 9001

Year founded 1962

Export Rate 93%

Associations Apindustria Vicenza, GIMAV

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Davide Schiavon 

Sales Manager 
Phone: 0039 0444 623393  
Fax: 0039 0444 420195  

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
ITALCARRELLI® is a world leader in the design and manufacturing of specialty machines and solutions for the storage and handling of flat glass and it
provides a wide range of machines for glass handling in the float glass production facilities. These machines perform the glass handling from the end
of the line (stackers) to the warehouse and from the warehouse to the processing lines or to the shipping area. They can be customized in terms of
loading capacity, equipment and accessories. 

The main models of these machines are: 
> Platform transporters: machines suitable for the handling of glass on racks, mainly DLF / LES size. 
> Inloader transporters: machines suitable for the handling of glass on racks, mainly Jumbo size. 
> Multidirectional side-loaders: machines suitable for the handling of DLF / LES and Jumbo glass packs. 
> Special equipment for glass handling: Italcarrelli also designs and produces equipment for the handling of sheets under special conditions. 
> Trucks for glass handling inside closed top containers: machines suitable for the handling of DLF / LES glass with and without packaging.

AGV is an innovative technology that transforms a machine, like a side loader or a self-propelled platform, into an automatic machine. Italcarrelli is
able to transform all its machines into AGV machines with optical, laser, and inductive systems, developing also the software for the execution of
automatic cycles, system configuration and interface with the system management. 
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COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
ITALCARRELLI®’s roots date back to 1962, when the entrepreneurial ability of Mr. A. Negrin identified the forklift as an essential product for industry. 
In 1969 the first electronic forklifts were built; it was an innovative product for the time, which marked a significant step forward for the company on the
market, inasmuch as the demand for this type of forklift trucks exceeded the demand for diesel engine forklifts, within a very short time.

At the beginning of the 1980s, the first specialty machines, such as side-loading forklifts for the wood industry and lift platforms for heavy loads, were
introduced marking a further important step forward in the company development. 
The high level of reliability of these prototypes marked the be¬ginning of a period of con¬stant growth in demand in the field of special forklifts. In the
same period, the company started expand¬ing its market also beyond the national boundaries and began exporting front¬loading forklifts in Europe
and overseas. 

From that period up to the present, Italcarrelli has continued to grow, developing more and more technological ma¬chines, with an important focus on
the glass sector, to the point of creating the Italcarrelli Glass Division. Today, this impor¬tant division is totally com¬mitted to the research, de-
velopment and production of special machinery for the handling of flat glass.  
The company is now a global player in the flat glass industry, thanks to the use of the most recent technologies - such as optical and ultra¬sound
sensors, touchscreen and dedicated software de¬veloped by Italcarrelli – and to important in¬vestments allowing Italcarrelli to develop machines
without operators on board – AGV machines - ever more requested by today’s market and of course Industry 4.0. 
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